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Why Choose Mr. Unlimited Floor Care Specialist? 

Reputation, Experience, Education, Systems, Guarantee 
Our Exclusive 11 step cleaning: 

#1 Pre-Inspection - We do a walk through inspection with our client to check any concerns you may 
have and identify soiling conditions, carpet construction and potential permanent stains. 
 
#2 Pre-Conditioning - All areas will be pre-treated with special emphasis on spots and spills. This will 
emulsify the soil and prepare for grooming. 
 
#3 Pre-Grooming -Will be preformed with a machine or by hand to further loosen traffic area soil. 
 
#4 Truckmounted hot water extraction rinse. This thorough rinsing action “flushes” through the carpet 
pile without saturating the backing of the carpet. The rinse neutralizes, sanitizes and deodorizes the 
carpet. 
 
#5 Neutralize - The PH is balanced on every carpet and fabric cleaned. This is accomplished during the 
extract and rinse process or post spray. 
 
#6 Move, block and tab furniture - Sofas, tables and chairs will be moved. After cleaning under these 
items, they will be put back in its original position and Styrofoam blocks or plastic tabs will be put   
underneath. Beds, dressers, and heavier pieces of furniture are left in place under our regular pricing 
structure. 
 
#7 Post Spotting - If difficult spots remain, we have 22 specialty spot removal products to attempt     
removal. Any spot that is removable, we are equipped to remove it. Please note that certain spots are 
not removable. 
 
#8 Dry Bonnet - The dry bonnet machine absorbs moisture to promote faster drying and to avoid soil or 
spots “reappearing”. Please note: some carpets do not require dry bonnet. 
 
#9 Post Grooming - The carpet pile is then groomed to raise the nap and promote even faster drying.            
This procedure is also used to groom in the Scotchgard and Ultra Fresh, if applied.  
 
#10 Speed Drying - During the entire cleaning process, as we finish each area, air movers are placed on 
the carpet to promote fast drying. Mr. Unlimited achieves an extremely fast drying for the level of  
cleaning we are providing. 
 
#11 Post Inspection - All rooms are carefully inspected for quality control, any lights, are turned off and 
any areas that did not respond to our cleaning our brought to your attention. 
  


